Introduction
Antennas are designed to produce desired patterns and they are optimized under a set of specified constraints. The constraints can be sidelobe level, Null-to-Null beamwidth, VSWR, and impedance etc. It is always possible to compute amplitude and phase excitations for a specified radiation pattern. Most often, only amplitude is computed without any phase function. The design uses a systematic method or combination of methods to arrive at an antenna configuration that produces a pattern that will match the actual radiation pattern as close as possible.
The radiation pattern synthesis can be applied to a continuous line source and a discrete linear array [2] . A Line source is considered to be a current distribution along a line of finite length. The amplitude distribution of a line source is a function of only one coordinate. A linear array is a group of elements arranged along a line with a finite spacing between the elements. The amplitude distributions of an antenna arrays is also discrete and the radiation pattern of these arrays are in the form of finite summation.
In the design of practical antenna systems the main task is to find out the antenna configuration, its geometrical dimensions and excitation to produce a pattern with narrow beam width, low side lobes and decaying minor lobes. The boundary conditions that must be taken into account in the design of antennas are Aperture size, Source complexity and Closeness of fit to the desired pattern [3] .
An Iterative sampling method is an iterative procedure. It starts with any pattern, which is an approximation to the desired pattern and its corresponding current distribution. The original pattern can be from any standard design or possibly even an experimental pattern. The design chosen for the original pattern is Woodward Lawson method.
A pattern produced with a standard design like Woodward Lawson method is used in Iterative sampling method. In an iterative sampling method corrections are applied to the pattern obtained from a standard design to make the approximation pattern more nearly satisfy the specifications on the closeness fit. A correction pattern is derived by comparing the pattern produced from synthesis method with the desired pattern. This is the first iteration. If the resulting pattern is not satisfactory, additional corrections may be applied to the first iteration pattern. If the second iteration is also not yet satisfactory, further iterations are applied. Finally, this iteration process converges to give the desired pattern over the region where the corrections are applied. The change in the source current required to yield this pattern improvement is also easily calculated.
II. Formulation

Iterative Sampling method
Let D(u) =desired pattern, where u = cosθ θ= angle from the z axis along which the current distribution of aperture length L is disposed. Iterative procedure begins with any pattern which is some approximation to F d (u) and its corresponding source current. This original pattern F 0 u can be that of any standard design or possibly even an experimental pattern. A series of correction patterns is then added to the original pattern. If the resulting pattern, called the first-iteration pattern, is not satisfactory, further iterations may be applied [11] . For the i th iteration, the total pattern correction is the sum of the correction patterns weighted by correction coefficients as follows
Where a n i is the correction coefficient and
) is the correction pattern centred at and having a value of unity there. The number N is chosen such that the largest number of corrections (2N + 1 if odd and 2N if even) of all the iterations is accommodated; for other iterations many of the a n i coefficients will be zero. The resultant pattern after K iterations is the sum of the original pattern and all corrections:
(2) For a line source the correction pattern and correction current terms g nm (i) are related by
where"s" is the normalized aperture coordinate z/X and is the normalized aperture length L/h. The i th iteration for the line source ∆r ap i s = a n i N n=−N g n i s (4) The total current is then the sum of the original and all correction currents and after K iterations for the line source.
(5) For line sources one of the simplest correction patterns is
These functions satisfy with Δu= l/L λ . Corresponding to this we have
For an array the correction pattern and correction current terms g nm 
Sector pattern
III. Results
The simulation of synthesis of line source and linear array is carried out using MATLAB software. Cosecant and sector radiation patterns (19)- (20) are generated for line source and linear array and the results are compared. The results of all the patterns are derived by applying correction patterns using (5)- (7) for line source and (9)- (11) for linear array with an iterative procedure. Initially the patterns are approximated with Woodward Lawson method and then Iterative procedure is applied. For a Cosecant pattern after four iterations convergence is achieved, whereas for a Sector pattern convergence is achieved after second iteration. The amplitude distributions of Cosecant pattern after each iteration is shown in figs. (1-4) . The current distribution related to fourth iteration yielding convergence is shown in fig. 5 . For a sector pattern the amplitude distributions and current distribution related to a converged pattern are shown in figs. (6-9). 
IV. Conclusions
In this paper, studies on synthesis of cosecant and sector beams using iterative sampling method are made for line source and uniformly spaced linear array and their results are compared. It is found that the sidelobe level and ripple are decreased with successive iterations where as transition width and excitation current variation are increased when compared to Woodward Lawson method. When the results of line source and linear array are compared, it is found that the sidelobe levels of linear array are slightly reduced and error is slightly increased. It is observed that there is a tradeoff, between sidelobe level and transition width. The iterative sampling method introduced for shaped beam synthesis is not limited to only that type of pattern and it is useful an excellent to control sidelobe behavior. 
